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• We are a specialist information systems 
consultancy

• We only work with charities, associations, 
arts and culture organisations and others 
in the not-for-profit sector

• We are completely supplier-independent

• Our consultants have held senior positions 
in a broad range of different organisations

• Our advice and guidance is based on 
practical experience gained over many 
years
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Programme

14:00 Arrival and welcome
Welcome - introductions and overview of the agenda for the afternoon.

14:15 Case study

Using design thinking to innovate legacy fundraising
Louis Childs, Associate, Adapta Consulting and Jo Pullin, Innovation Lead, Macmillan Cancer Support

Followed by Q&A

Tea/Coffee and cake

15.15

16.15

Digital innovation mini-workshop
Mark Luckins, Principal Consultant, Adapta Consulting

Round table discussion and feedback

16.45 -
17.00

Review & close
Adapta Consulting



Introductions
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Innovating Legacy 
Fundraising

& Louis Childs



Who are we?

Jo Pullin, Innovation Lead, 

Macmillan Cancer Support
Louis Childs, Independent

Innovation Consultant



When I  joined the charity sector 10 
years ago innovation was. . . .
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When I  joined the sector 10 years ago 
innovation for charites was JUST. . . .

A new Direct Marketing Pack 

A new Regular Giving Product 

A new Mass Participation Event
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Which was working ok but the world 
outside of charit ies was changing fast 
. . . .

High expectations for supporter experience online

Increase in complexity of ‘managing digital’ 

Need to develop digital products 
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FOR the sector



By the end of this presentation, 
you’l l  know.. . .  

How to uti l ise internet-era methodologies 
l ike agile,  design thinking to make 
innovation happen
 



HARNESS
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The objective

Create a robust pipeline of new opportunities for legacy 

fundraising at Macmillan Cancer Support

HARNESS
INNOVATION

Jo



JoLegacies at Macmil lan

HARNESS
INNOVATION

• We needed to f ind out what the key 

chal lenges are for  the target  audience

• We had a lot  of  quantitate data about 

legacies but  lack qual i tat ive research

• We needed  to uncover tangible 
opportunit ies for legacy fundraising

• We need to consol idate the vast  

knowledge a longside new learnings from 

ta lk ing to the target  audience

• We needed to provide d irect ion for  your 

legacy innovation programme



How can we innovate legacy fundraising?
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How can we innovate legacy fundraising?
• Legacies present a huge opportunity for charities

• A lot of data about gifts in wills

• Focus on opportunities NOT ideas

• Opportunities are valuable and meet both a customer and 

business needs. 

• Ideas on the other hand, focus on business needs which don’t 

address customer needs.

• Often teams focus on their own needs and try to nudge customers 

in that direction. In our experience, this rarely works. 

Opportunity
Business

Need

Customer

Need
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Identify
Opportunities

Validate ideas

Scale initiatives

The Harness Innovation process

Generate ideas

Time



AUDIENCE 

INSIGHT

HARNESS
INNOVATION

• We curated a panel of 12 individuals mirroring your 

target audience

• Conduct in-depth interviews to increase understanding of 

their lives, motivations and challenges they face

• Extracted key insights & opportunity springboards

• Delivering an insight deck to inform opportunity defintion 

for your legacy innovation programme

How it  works:

Jo



Who we l istened to

HARNESS
INNOVATION

• People who have a gift  in 
their wil l  or open to leaving a 
gift  in their wil l  

• Age range from 55-75

• 50:50 Male-Female Ratio

• Will ing to talk honestly and 
openly

• Social grade C1 and above

• England & Scotland with skew 
to London & South



From data to act ion

Opportunities

Data

Insights

Information

How Might We & Business Need

I want.....

Patterns emerge

Raw data

HARNESS
INNOVATION
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Opportunity  Framing Workshop

HARNESS
INNOVATION

• Gather business needs

• Combine with customer needs

• Frame as a challenge question

• Ideation session to solve 
challenge

• Share customer needs



Opportunity  Framing Workshop

How did i t  help us  make progress?

“Thanks for being a great facilitator – we can have a lot of (sometimes conflicting) 

opinions and it’s thanks to you that we didn’t get stuck into multiple debates and not 

move ourselves forward!”

Kathryn Cheshire, Head of Legacy Promotions at Macmillan



Opportunity  Framing Workshop

Output  



Do now Do next Do later

Opportunity  Framing Workshop

Output  
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Ideation

HARNESS
INNOVATION



Ideation workshop from Design 
Sprint

1) Lightning Demos

(30 minutes)

2) Ideas

(15 minutes)

3) Solution Sketch 

(30 minutes)

3) Crazy 8s

(8 minutes)



Prototyping &
Testing

HARNESS
INNOVATION



Score ideas on three criteria



Assumptions Mapping



Prototyping and testing ideas

• Test with target audience to 
answer the most crit ical 
questions

• Refine, iterate and drastically 
improve the idea

• Creating mid-fidelity,  
clickable prototype

• Test biggest assumptions 
from workshop
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Identify
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Validate ideas

Scale initiatives

Stakeholder 

Interviews

Customer 

Research

Opportunity 

Framing
Market Research Ideation Tests Recommendations

The Harness Innovation process

Generate ideas

Time

What is required in terms of 

digital transformation if we were 

to scale?
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Key takeaways

• External support as a trusted advisor and neutral 
facil itator can be very effective

• Don’t be afraid to iterate and refine ideas based on user 
feedback

• Bring people with you on the journey

• Encourage customer-centric approach

• Balance Desirabil ity (do customers want it?) with viabil ity 
(wil l  i t  make money or should we do this?) with feasibil ity 
(can we do it?)



Thank you!

We’d love to answer any 
questions! 



Tea/Coffee break
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Innovation as a Capability

July 17th





Intelligence Capabilities

Talent Capabilities

Internal External

To supply  data 
and insight

To determine value 
& align with 

business plans

Solution Capabilities

To build, test 
& analyse

To market 
and engage 

audience

Technology Capabilities

Change existing 
solutions

Assess and 
select new 
solutions



• Process and Projects

• Teams of specialists

• Risk avoidance, Certainty

• Hierarchy 

• Leaders know best 

• PRINCE/2

Culture Shift

Being Safe Being Adaptive

What about work culture?

Culture Shift

Being Co-ordinated

• Data and Products

• Multi-disciplinary teams 

• Risk taking, Learning

• Empowerment

• Teams know best

• Agile

• Digital and Data Governance

• Building organizational capabilities

• Balanced portfolio; aligned to mission.

• Collaboration

• Customer, Team and Leaders know best

• Whatever works best

What kind of culture is needed to support innovation?



Building Innovation Capabilities
Two fundamental approaches to helping your TSO gain the capabilities and culture necessary

Mainstream innovation capabilities Sidestream innovation capabilities

Operating Model Inclusive; capacity likely an issue; do you have the right  “talent” 
in your TSO?

Existing teams may feel slighted; additional capacity a clear 
benefit; where to position role(s)?

Digital, Data and 
Technology Skills

Each department can source own 3rd party help and access skills 
in digital/data/teams as feasible. 

Skills sourced as innovation process/portfolio needs. Lower 
access to internal resources likely result in higher costs.

Form of Innovation Existing services and iterative business optimisation? More likely to ideate and test bolder ideas [at least in the 
function the innovation team sits]?

Funding and 
business planning

Can be incorporated into standard business planning cycles and 
departmental budgets.  

Innovation budget and committee



Digital
Innovation 
Ideation

July 17th



Adoption of Technology

Operating
Drivers Mission

AI  & Knowledge

Web 3.0 (MetaVerse, Blockchain, 
Gaming et al)

Channel Opportunities eg Tik Tok Shop

Hardware, Devices and Drones

Emergent Solutions or Channels

Established Solutions or Channels 
(but new to you) 

Existing Solutions or Channels

(you can better exploit)

Service Providers (even consultants!)

Scale out/grow impact

Evidence based practice

Improve “Beneficiary” Experience

New Service or Product

Community/Self Serve

Fundraising and Commerce

Partnerships

External Drivers or Policy 

DDaT Enabled Evolution 
(or Transformation)

Digital Innovation Drivers 
Motives for strategic change and innovation

Market 
Opportunities

ESG/Non- financial Sustainability

Compliance (Privacy, Accessibility & 
Cyber-Security)

Changing supporter expectations 

Hybrid Workforce/Events

Digital (& Knowledge) divide 

Involving People (Staff, Volunteers, 
Supporters, Influencers) 

Income, Assets and Expenditure.

Exploitation of Technology



Horizon 1 

Horizon 2 

Horizon 3 

Optimisation of existing operations or services, lower risk, <12 months

Service or operational enhancement, some risk, <24 months

“breakthough” ideas,  bigger bets, >24 months

Time

known

partially known

unknown
Risk &
Reward

Source: McKinsey, 2009

Innovation Horizons
Consider spreading innovation resources across all 3 in any given budget year.

New Digital 
Service

Revenue Corporate Services

New Fundraising  
Product



Problem/Opportunity Innovation Idea

E-Mail Analytics Accuracy Decreasing 
(Blockers, Privacy, Apple etc) resulting in 
skewed open, device and geo information

E-mail open rates dropping, revenue 
through this channel not growing

Adjust metrics/correct data

Personalize E-Mail with name and last 
action; make more interactive with 
question/survey or help by simply 

supplying information

Digital Innovation
Horizon One : E-Mail Marketing



Problem/Opportunity Innovation Idea

Staff cannot find documents/each team 
stores documents in different ways.

Meetings have become too numerous 
and too much time is lost

Subscribe to M365 Co-Pilot and 
SharePoint semantic search

Use analytics data about staff to create 
guidance on diary management focus 

time and meeting protocols.

Digital Innovation
Horizon One : Staff Collaboration and Hybrid Working



Problem/Opportunity Innovation Idea

Data entry into case management system is 
ad-hoc and inconsistent

Phone line queues often busy and 
existing chatbot is of limited use.

Use Gen AI to automatically enter all 
case notes received by E-mail or 

voicemail or chat

Move to WhatsApp business and 
asynchronous human to human chat

Digital Innovation
Horizon One : Service Provision



Digital Innovation
Horizon Two : Review your ecosystem to scan for problems or opportunities…..

Also consider 
internal operations 

as well!



Digital Innovation
Horizon Three : Look to market opportunities to identify where earlier adoption may make sense.

Yo
u

r 
A

I A
va

ta
rs 3D visual avatars modelling 

and meta-versal simulation

Emotional, Empathy  and 
ethical models

Multi-model foundational 
models

Your knowledge and data

Is this fantasy or an inevitability? Could this disrupt your sector? How could your TSO ethically 
exploit such technology? How could you start to innovate in this space?



Your Turn

Innovation Workshop

❑ Everyone take 5 minutes to think of an idea that you would 
seriously consider taking forward at your TSO

❑ Spend about 20 minutes comparing ideas – which does your 
table find the most compelling?

❑ At the end we will ask each table for the best idea(s). The winner 
will receive praise and glory showered upon them by this 
audience group ☺



How to describe your 
Innovation Idea

Remember : It needs to be feasible for your TSO to do. It needs to have a market or audience to succeed.



Discussion 
and 
feedback
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Event feedback

Please use the QR code to view and complete the online feedback form.
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help@adaptaconsulting.co.uk

www.adaptaconsulting.co.uk 

Adapta Consulting, 5 St John’s Lane, London, EC1M 4BH

020 4558 8070

Thanks & Goodbye!

Upcoming events…
CRM, customer data and cake 
25 September 2024, 2pm-5pm, London

Grant management solutions and selection 
31 October 2024, 2pm – 3.15pm, Zoom
www.adaptaconsulting.co.uk/upcoming-events

We hope you find this presentation enjoyable and thought-provoking. Please note that this recording is provided for general 
information purposes only and does not constitute professional advice. No user should act on the basis of any material contained in the 
recording or any of its supporting materials without obtaining proper professional advice specific to their situation.
Adapta has made reasonable efforts to ensure that the information provided is accurate and reliable, however no warranty is given 
regarding the accuracy or reliability of such information. All content is subject to change at any time and without notice.
The presentation may include references to specific products or services and/or links to other resources and websites. These references 
and links are provided for your convenience only and do not signify that Adapta endorses, approves or makes any representation or 
claim regarding the accuracy, copyright, compliance, legality, or any other aspects of the products, services resources or websites to 
which reference is made.
This recording may contain confidential and/or proprietary information, and must not be re-used or disclosed to third parties without 
the prior written approval of Adapta Consulting LLP. © Adapta Consulting LLP 2024.
If you would like further information or any advice regarding your own specific issues, then please do contact the Adapta team at 
hello@adaptaconsulting.co.uk 
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